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ORD ER
BY THE COMMISSION:
A.

Itrouctjpn
On

February

8,

1996,

Telecommunications Act of

President

1996

into

Act

Clinton
law.

signed
As

the

the
first

legislative reform of the nation’s telecommunications industry in
62 years, the Act is a landmark piece of legislation designed to
establish a national policy framework to lead the United States
into the 21st century.

While the Act is generally consistent with

the Public Utility Code,
provided

including Chapter 30,

which,

for telecommunications regulatory reform at

in 1993,
the

state

level, the Act is far reaching and requires all 50 states to take
action to accommodate and implement its provisions.
In recognizing the Act’s immediate impact,

this Commission

acted quickly and on March 14, 1996, entered a Tentative Decision
at M-00960799 identifying a variety of issues pertaining to the
effects and

IcTgIPPJementation

9

1996

of the Act.

‘
p

While as to some

H:

issues the Act’s effects seemed relatively clear, the Commission
felt it was appropriate to seek comment from interested parties on
jj

issues

before

finalizing

our

view

on

any

issue

In

the

Tentative Decision, the Commission stated as follows:
Within this scenario, there are many
provisions of the Act which raise questions as
to what steps, if any, the Commission must
take to assure that its regulation of the
is
telecommunications
industry
fully
consistent with federal law. These provisions
of the Act can be divided into two categories
for purposes of discussion. First, there are
preemptive
provisions
which
appear
to
eliminate or restrict the ability of the
Commission to regulate or act in a certain
manner. Second, there are enabling provisions
of the Act which assign new areas of activity
to the states and appear to assign new
responsibilities
to
the
Commission
in
participating in the implementation of the
national policy framework.
In this regard, although the ultimate
goal
of the Act
to move
toward a
is
deregulated,
competitive
environment,
the
transition process envisioned by the Act is
clearly one involving very complex and far
reaching regulatory activity by both the FCC
and various state commissions
regulatory
activity which appears, at least on its face,
to be more complex and resource and time
consuming than previously encountered by the
Commission in some areas.
While ultimately,
through development of a fully competitive
business environment in all telecommunications
markets, the Commission’s and FCC’s regulatory
roles should start to significantly decrease,
the period of transition involves a quickly
changing but extremely active role by the
Commission
in
participating
in
the
implementation of both state and federal law.
--

In issuing the Tentative Decision, the Commission solicited
public comment in two separate formats.
the

Commission

held

a

public
2

forum

First, on April 3, 1996,
on

all

Federal

Act

.
implementation

issues.

Many

interested

parties

actively

participated in the public forum and provided a lively discussion
of the Tentative Decision and surrounding issues.
Second, the Tentative Decision was published on March 30, 1996
at 26 Pa.B.

1456 and established a 30-day public comment period

from the date of publication.

Comments to the Tentative Decision

were filed by the Office of Small Business Advocate
North,

Inc.

OSBA,

GTE

GTE, the Pennsylvania Telephone Association PTA,

the office of Consumer Advocate OCA, the Pennsylvania Cable and
Telecommunications
Resellers

Association

Association

Vanguard,

Teleport

Communications

of

TRA,

PCTA,

the

Vanguard

Communications

Pennsylvania,

Telecommunications

Cellular

Group,

Inc.

Inc.

TCG,

AT&T

Inc.

AT&T,

Telecommunications Association CompTel,

Systems,

the

Competitive

Nextlink Pennsylvania,

L.P. Nextlink, Eastern Telelogic Corporation ETC, MFS Intelenet
of

Pennsylvania,

Pennsylvania

Inc.

and

MFS,

The

Sprint

United

Telephone

Communications

Company

Company,

of

L.P.

Sprint/United, the Central Atlantic Payphone Association CAPA,
ALLTEL

Pennsylvania,

Corporation MCI
Generally

Inc.

ALLTEL,

and Bell Atlantic

speaking,

the

extremely responsive to

-

MCI

Pennsylvania, Inc.

comments were well
the

Telecommunications

developed

Bell
and

issues and concerns raised by

were
the

Commission.
The

Tentative

Decision

structured

the

debate

implementation of the Act into nine separate sections.
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We will

F

structure this order similarly in addressing the comments of the
parties and in finally resolving these issues.

B.

Discussions of Issues
Entry

1.

a.

Traditional Procedures

Historically,

the

Commission

has

regulated

the

entry

of

telecommunications carriers through review of entry applications
filed under Section 1101 of the Public Utility Code,
§1101.

Notice

of

filing

is

required

to

be

66 Pa.

published

C.S.

in

the

Pennsylvania Bulletin and newspapers of general circulation in the
proposed service territory pursuant to Commission regulations at 52
Pa. Code §5.14a.’
Pursuant
applications

to
are

52

Pa.

subject

Code
to

a

§5.14b,
15-day

upon

protest

publication,

period.

If

no

protests are filed, the application is reviewed by the Commission
on

documents.

the

If

one

or

more

protests

is

filed,

the

application is referred to the Office of Administrative Law Judge
for

oral

hearing.

In

either

case,

the

Commission

ultimately

formally adjudicates the applications at Public Meeting and,

by

statute, may not approve an application unless it finds that grant
of

the

application

is

"necessary

or

proper

for

the

service,

In 1993, an exception to this general rule was established
through exercise of 52 Pa. Code §5.14a 4 for interexchange
resellers. Under this exception, resellers’ applications are not
required to be published and the only required notice is service on
the OCA and OSBA.
4
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accommodation, convenience or safety of the public."

66 Pa. C.S.

§1103 a
In applying the "necessary or proper" standard, the Commission
has

traditionally

reviewed

the

fitness

of

the

entrant

both

technical and financial to provide the proposed services in the
application area and the need for the service, taking into account
public policy concerns pertaining to the

appropriate amount of

competition, if any, in various telecommunications markets.

Under

this scenario, there has historically been two distinct types of
protests

brought

before

the

Commission

--

fitness

protests

challenging the fitness of the application and competitive protests
challenging the need or the appropriateness of the service proposed
by the applicant.
Under these procedures, applications decided on the documents
typically were adjudicated at Public Meeting 90-120 days from the
date of filing.

Applications decided through the oral hearing

process typically were adjudicated at Public Meeting 7-12 months
from the date of filing.
b.

Provisions of the Federal Act

In the Tentative Decision, we acknowledged the likelihood that
the

Act

would

require

some

modification

of

traditional

procedures applicable to telecommunications carriers.

entry

We noted

that interpretation of the extent of required modification was
focused on the interplay between Section 253a
Section 253b of the Act.

of the Act and

In this regard, section 253a of the

Act provides as follows:
5

local
a
IN
GENERAL.-No
state
or
statute or regulation, or other state or local
legal requirement, may prohibit or have the
effect of prohibiting the ability of any
entity to provide any interstate or intrastate
telecommunications service.
As read together with Section 253b which provides:
b
STATE REGULATORY AUTHORITY. -Nothing
in this section shall affect the ability of a
State to impose, on a competitively neutral
basis
and
consistent
Section
with
254,
requirements necessary to preserve and advance
universal service, protect the public safety
and welfare, ensure the continued quality of
telecommunications services and safeguard the
rights on consumers.
Upon initial review of these subsections, we suggested that
Section 253a

could be accommodated through conversion of the

traditional certification process to a registration process and
requested comment on this issue.
input on the entry issue.

Virtually all commenters provided

The recommendations covered a wide range

of potential modifications to the Commission’s entry process and
contained many helpful suggestions.
OSBA,

AT&T, MCI,

TRA and ETC opine that Section 253a

has

preempted the certification process and that the Commission must
convert

to

a

registration process.

Bell,

Sprint/United,

GTE,

ALLTEL and PTA take the position that the certification process can
survive as long as the Commission takes steps to abbreviate and
streamline

entry

procedures.

OCA

argues

that

certification

procedures should not be modified and that a full fitness review
and

adjudication should continue as

competitively neutral basis.

a

service condition,

on

a

All carriers argue that even if the

6
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Commission converts to a registration process, existing carriers
should not have to file any additional forms.
c.

New Entry Procedures

After careful consideration, we believe that a proper balance
can be achieved which accommodates Section 253a’s prohibition
against entry barriers while still
potential
carriers.

predatory

and

illegal

safeguarding consumers
practices

by

from

irresponsible

The entry procedures we will adopt for all interexchange

carrier entrants

both facilities based and resellers

and all

local service entrants to non-rural service areas2 both facilities
based and resellers are as follows:
1.

New entrants seeking to commence the provision of
intrastate
service
in
Pennsylvania will
file
an
application with the Commission following the form of
The
application attached as Appendix A to this order.
form of application contains the information required by
the Commission to monitor the carrier’s activities on an
ongoing basis.
The form of application includes a
fitness affidavit in which the carrier must swear and
affirm its ability and commitment to providing the
proposed service in full compliance with all provisions
shall
be
of
Pennsylvania
law.
The application
accompanied by a proposed or interim tariff, consistent
with Commission tariff rules and regulations.

2.

An original and two copies of the application must be
filed with the Commission’s Secretary accompanied by a
check for payment of a filing fee in the amount of $250.

3.

The new entrant will serve a copy of the application on
the OCA, the OSBA, the Commission’s Office of Trial Staff
and the Attorney General’s Bureau of Consumer Protection.

4.

The new entrant may commence the provision of service
included in the application immediately upon filing and
service.

2

Procedures for carriers seeking local service entry into
rural service areas will be discussed subsequently.
7
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a

to

the

Each application will
Secretary’s Office.

6.

consistent with 52 Pa. Code §5.14b, a 15-day protest
period will be established commencing on the day the
application is filed and served.
Any interested party
may file a protest to an application. However, protests
or interventions may only be filed if the protesting
party is contesting the fitness of the entrant.
competitive protests or protests opposing other aspects
of the entrant’s provision of service may not be filed
and, if submitted, will be returned by the Commission.
Protests shall fully comply with 52 Pa. Code §5.52 a and
shall "set out clearly and concisely the facts from which
the alleged" challenge to the fitness of the applicant is
An applicant may file an answer to the protest
based.
within 10 days of filing.
Protests which do not fully
comply with Section 5.52a will not be accepted for
filing by the Commission’s Prothonotary. The Commission
may consider the imposition of sanctions for parties who
are found to intentionally attempt to misuse the protest
process.

7.

If no legitimate protest is received, the Secretary’s
Office will schedule the application for consideration by
the Commission at Public Meeting as soon as possible with
a recommendation that the Commission adopt a Secretarial
Letter which issues a certificate of public convenience
to the new entrant consistent with the application.

8.

upon approval by the Commission, the Secretarial Letter
and a certificate of public convenience will be issued to
the carrier. Within 10 days of receiving a certificate
of public convenience, the carrier shall file a final
tariff which is identical in content to the proposed or
interim tariff with the Commission’s Tariffs Division.

9.

Following the filing of a protest, the application shall
Staff shall
be assigned to the appropriate bureau.
review the protest and determine if the protest raises
legitimate concerns as to the fitness of the new entrant.
If legitimate concerns as to the fitness are not present,
the staff will prepare a recommendation for Commission
consideration dismissing the protest and granting the
application.
If legitimate concerns are raised, the
application shall be transferred to the Office of
Administrative Law Judge for the conduct of hearings.

10.

Any party desiring to oppose either an applicant’s
proposed or interim tariff or the entrant’s final tariff
may file a complaint with the Commission which will be
8

initially

be

assigned

5.

.

S

treated consistent with existing procedures except as set
forth in the following paragraph.
11.

The applicant may continue to operate during the pendency
of Commission consideration of the application or interim
tariff unless the presiding administrative law judge or
the Commission determines that public safety and welfare
or the protection of consumer rights requires that the
applicant cease operations.

overall,

it is clear to us that these new entry procedures

strike a fair balance between Section 253a

and Section 253b.

These procedures cannot reasonably be considered barriers to entry,
but

maintain

adequate

procedures

to

allow

the

exercise its very important residual authority.

Commission

to

To the extent any

of the procedures established today may be viewed as inconsistent
with

any

provision

of

the

Public

Utility

Code

or

Commission

regulations, we find that continued compliance with such provisions
would result in inconsistency with or violation of the Federal Act.
d.
There

Effect on Pending Applications
are

applications
protests or

presently

pending

before

several
the

telecommunications
Commission

interventions have been filed.

for

which

carrier
either

To the extent any

pending protest or intervention is not contesting the fitness of
the new entrant, the protestant or intervenor shall withdraw the
protest or intervention within five days of the date this order is
entered.

If the protest or intervention is intended to contest

fitness, the protestant or intervenor shall file a motion within
five days of the date this order is entered setting forth specific
factual allegations which form the basis for the fitness challenge.
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If withdrawal of protests or interventions results in a given
application becoming unopposed, the application should be treated
consistent with the new entry procedures contained herein.

If any

pending applications remain contested, the applications shall be
referred to staff to determine if the protests or interventions
contain legitimate fitness issues.

In either case, the applicants

may commence operations immediately pending administrative review.
Carriers

which

have

not

filed

proposed

tariffs

with

their

applications shall do so within 10 days of the date this order is
entered.
e.

Rural Telephone Company Exemption.

In our March 14,
significant

detail

1996 Tentative Decision,

the

provisions

of

the

we discussed in

Federal

Act

specifically address rural telephone companies as follows:
Another important exception to the removal of
intrastate entry barriers by Section 253a is found at
Section 253f of the Act.
Section 253f appears to
a
limited
the
preemptive
establish
exception
to
provisions of Section 253a applicable only to telephone
companies as defined in the Act. Section 253f provides
in relevant part as follows:
f RURAL MARKETS-It shall not be a violation
of this section for a state to require a
seeks to
telecommunications carrier that
provide telephone exchange service or exchange
access in a service area served by a rural
telephone company to meet the requirements of
section 214el
an
for designation as
eligible telecommunications carrier for that
area being permitted to provide such service
Section 214e 1, referenced in Section 253f,
establishes a designation of eligibility process for
universal service funding purposes, as will be discussed
in more detail hereafter, which requires carriers to
offer basic universal service throughout a given service
10

which

area and advertise the availability of such service
offerings to the consuming public in the service area.9
Subsection e 1 expressly incorporates by reference the
requirements contained in subsections Ce 2 and e 3.
Section 214e 2 provides as follows:
2
DESIGNATION
OF
ELIGIBLE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS-A State commission
shall upon its own motion or upon request
designate a common carrier that meets the
requirements of paragraph 1 designated by
the State commission.
Upon request and
consistent with the public interest, a State
commission may, in the case of an area served
by a rural telephone company, and shall, in
the case of all other areas, designate more
than one common carrier as an eligible
telecommunications carrier for a service area
designated by the State commission, so long as
each additional carrier meets the requirements
of paragraph 1.
Before designating an
additional telecommunications carrier for an
area served by a rural telephone carrier, the
State
commission
shall
find
that
the
designation is in the public interest.
Accordingly, in addition to the obligation to serve
commitment required as a prerequisite to universal
service support eligibility under subsection e 1,
subsection e 2 requires the state commission to find,
for rural telephone companies, that designation is in the
public interest.
Finally, Section 251f exempts rural telephone
companies
[footnote
from
interconnection
omitted]
requirements and procedures, the details of which will be
discussed hereafter, until such time as the rural
telephone company receives a bona fide request for
interconnection, at which time the state commission is
apparently directed to conduct an inquiry to determine
whether to require the rural telephone company’s
compliance with general interconnection requirements. In
reaching its determination, the state commission is to
consider whether the request for interconnection is
unduly economically burdensome, technically feasible and
a public
consistent with universal service principles
type
[footnote
omitted].
The
interest
standard
Commission, at least with regard to the interconnection
determination under Section 251b, is required to act
upon the request within 120 days.
--

11
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While for non-rural telephone companies universal
service funding eligibility is considered independently
from entry, for rural telephone companies it appears that
interconnection
eligibility
and
universal
service
requirements may be merged into consideration of the
appropriateness of entry into a rural telephone company’s
local service and access service markets as an exception
Under the
to the entry preemption [footnote omitted].
provisions of the Act cited above, it appears a state
commission could consider competitive entry into a rural
telephone company’s local and access markets at the same
time and under the same standard a public interest
finding as interconnection and universal service funding
eligibility for the competitive local exchange carrier
seeking to service the rural area.13 Under this scenario,
in applying the public interest standard, the Commission
would include in its consideration the "economically
burdensome," "technically feasible" and universal service
criteria expressed in section 251f 1 B.
While there may be a variety of ways to administer
rural
telephone company exception to the removal of
the
entry barriers, one of the simplest and most logical ways
would be to maintain the existence of rural telephone
certificates of public convenience assuming other §1101
certificates are cancelled and to require new entrants
into rural telephone company local and access service
markets to file an application under Section 1103 which
would be reviewed by the Commission within the context of
the "necessary or proper" or public interest standard as
Interconnection and
appears to be required by the Act.
universal service funding eligibility for the new entrant
would be evaluated through the same application process.’4
The public interest standard employed by the Commission
in the consolidated proceeding would be consistent with
all express considerations required by the Act as
discussed above.
section 253f is a permissive provision, not a
However, the Act appears to
mandatory provision.
envision a potential situation in which entry to a rural
service market would be linked to a readiness to serve
throughout the service area.
‘

‘

This view is supported by Section 252g of the Act
state
commissions
to
authorizes
which
expressly
consolidate entry, interconnection and universal service
funding eligibility proceedings for rural telephone
administrative
burdens
on
"to
reduce
companies,
other parties to the
telecommunications carriers,

12

.
proceedings, and the State Commission in carrying out its
responsibilities under this Act."
14

It appears that the 120-day time limitation of Section
would not be applicable to a consolidated
251b
proceeding. Parties should comment on this issue.
In the PTA’s comments to the Tentative Decision,

the

PTA

formally informed the Commission that all Pennsylvania incumbent
local

exchange

qualified

carriers,

as rural

Federal Act.3

with

the

exception

telephone companies under

of

GTE

Section

and
3

Bell,
of

the

The PTA further indicated that 32 of the remaining

36 companies qualified because they were companies eligible for
streamlined regulation under 66 Pa. C.S. §3006 in that they served
less than 50,000 access lines.

The other four carriers, ALLTEL,

Commonwealth Telephone Company

Commonwealth,

North Pittsburgh

Under Section 3a 47 A, a rural telephone company is a
local carrier which provides service to an area which does not
include:
i any incorporated place of 10,000
inhabitants or more, or any part thereof,
based
the
recently
available
on
most
population statistics of the Bureau of the
Census; or
incorporated or
ii
any territory,
unincorporated, included in an urbanized area,
as defined by the Bureau of the Census as of
August 10, 1993;
B provides telephone exchange service, including
exchange access , to fewer than 50,000 access lines;
C provides telephone exchange service to any local
exchange carrier study area with fewer than 100,000
access lines; or
D has less than 15 percent of its access lines in
communities of more than 50,000 on the date of enactment
of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
13
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Telephone

Company

North

Pittsburgh

and

United

claimed

qualification under one or more of the three remaining standards in
the

definitions

Three

of

the

four,

ALLTEL,

Commonwealth and

United, claimed qualification only under subsection 47D on the
basis that by their assessment,

each company had "less than 15

percent of its access lines in communities of more than 50,000" on
the date of enactment.
In

order

to

resolve

this

Secretarial Letter on May 3,

issue,

the

Commission

issued

a

1996 to ALLTEL, Commonwealth, North

Pittsburgh and United requiring each carrier to supplement the
PTA’s comments and "to explain in detail the grounds on which rural
telephone

company

status

is

claimed."

The

Commission

further

required that, to the extent the carrier was relying on subsection
47D,

the carrier should specifically identify how the company

defined the term "communities" and to

identify all

communities

served by the carrier which exceeded the subsection 47D standard.
The carriers were required to serve their responses on all active
parties at this docket.
On May 8, 1996, United, Commonwealth and North Pittsburgh each
filed responses which indicated that they had defined "communities"
as the municipalities listed in their respective tariffs and that
under this standard,

none of the companies served any community

with more than 50,000

inhabitants.

ALLTEL filed a response on

May 10, 1996 which contained a similar explanation.
On May 17, 1996, AT&T, ETC, MCI and OCA filed responses to the
supplemental

comments.

Both

AT&T
14

and

OCA

contest

the

ILEC

.

S

interpretation and application of the definition and argue that the
definition should be interpreted iuore restrictively.
We

have

closely

reviewed

the

Act’s

definition

of

"rural

telephone company" and find it extremely difficult to identify the
intent of the express language.

The language of the definition is

poorly

internally

drafted

and

arguably

contradictory.

We

understand that this is a significant issue and are reluctant to
interpret the provision and apply it on a Pennsylvania specific
basis at this time,

given that we may benefit

clarity that may become available as the
proceeds.

It

does

not

appear

conclusion at this time.

necessary

Furthermore,

from additional

implementation effort
to

reach

a

definitive

it will be valuable to

monitor the actions of other states in addressing this issue.
Overall, we are satisfied that North Pittsburgh qualifies as
a rural telephone company; however, we will defer a decision on the
remaining

ILECs

and,

when

appropriate,

will

issue

an

order

resolving this issue either at this docket or at the Universal
Service docket.

In the meantime,

interested parties may provide

additional input on this issue provided such information is served
on all parties on the service list at this docket.
With the exception of the issue of which carriers qualified
for rural telephone company status, the comments to the Tentative
Decision

either

accepted

or

favored

the

Commission’s

proposed

consolidated procedures under Section 252g for review of entry,
interconnection and universal service eligibility.

We continue to

believe that use of such consolidated procedures when appropriate
15

.
is

in

the

best

interests

of

administrative

otherwise in the public interest.

efficiency

and

is

However, at least at this time,

we are not convinced that use of consolidated procedures for the
larger rural telephone companies is appropriate and believe the
consolidated procedures should initially be applied only to the
carriers with under 50,000 access lines.4
This does not mean that any other rural telephone companies do
not receive the general benefits of rural telephone company status
as expressly set forth in Sections 251, 253 and 254.
means

that

we

will

not

exercise

the

option

It merely

provided

state

commissions under Section 252g for these carriers at this time.
Accordingly, we will adopt our discussion in the Tentative
Decision, as recited previously, for all rural telephone companies
with less

than 50,000 access

lines

small

LECs.

Under these

consolidated procedures, a carrier seeking entry into the service
territory of a LEC that is eligible for streamlined regulation must
file

a

bona

fide

request

for

interconnection

under

Section

251f 1 A with the small LEC and a request for universal service
eligibility designation under Section 214e 2

committing to an

This decision is supported by Chapter 30 which sets forth
the
legislative
interest
establishing more
streamlined
in
regulation for carriers with less than 50,000 access lines. 66 Pa.
C.S. §3006.
‘

Under Section 254f2, local exchange carriers with fewer
than 2% of the nation’s subscriber lines, which likely would
include North Pittsburgh, ALLTEL and Commonwealth, may petition the
Commission for suspension or modification of interconnection
requirements, including otherwise mandatory unbundled access,
resale and collocation.
The Commission’s review of any such
petitions must be completed within 180 days of filing and is
subject to a public interest type standard.
-
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obligation to serve throughout the small LEC’s service territory
with the entry application.6

Entry applications for small LEC5

will be subject to normal procedures under 66 Pa. C.S. §fll0l and
1103, with publication notice requirements and broader ability to
protest, as traditionally utilized.7

The result will be the degree

of protection envisioned by both congress and our General Assembly
for these small, rural carriers.
Implementation of these procedures will have an effect on
pending

applications.

Presently,

the

commission

has

statewide local service applications pending before it.
to

comply with these

procedures,

these

several
In order

applicants must

either

withdraw the portion of their applications which seek entry into
small

carrier

supplement

service

their

territories

applications

with

or,

in

bona

fide

the

alternative,

interconnection

requests for each small LEC and a request for universal service
eligibility designation for each small LEC’s service territory.

If

an applicant chooses to supplement its application, the statewide
application

must

be

bifurcated

to

accommodate

the

different

6

Under Section 253f 1, consolidation of universal service
support eligibility designation with an entry application to serve
areas which are served by rural LECs is not appropriate if the
rural LEC obtains exemption from the resale requirements of Section
Accordingly, we will not utilize consolidation
254c 4.
procedures for streamlined LEcs which obtain a resale requirement
exemption.
‘

Consolidated procedures will not be subject to the 120-day
time limitation addressed by Section 251f 1 B of the Act since
consolidated procedures will address a wide variety of issues
justifying greater time for administrative review.
17

procedural requirements and review standards for the small company
service area component of the application.
An applicant withdrawing the small LEC service area part of
its pending application shall do so within 10 days of the date this
order is entered.

An applicant supplementing its application shall

provide notice of filing of the supplement within 10 days of entry
and shall file a supplement within 30 days of entry.
f.

On

Terms and Conditions of Service
Obligation to Serve in Non-Rural
Service Areas and Joint Marketing

October

--

4,

1995,

the

Commission

entered

an

order

application of MFS Intelenet of Pennsylvania. Inc. et al.,

in

tff,

A-3l0203F.002, which for the first time certificated four carriers,
MFS, MCI,

TCG and ETC,

markets.

All four certificates restricted the provision of local

to compete in Pennsylvania local service

service to all or part of Bell’s service territory.

In granting

these four applications, the Commission imposed on the carriers a
certificated area wide obligation to serve and prohibited "joint
package" marketing of their telecommunications services.

In our

Tentative Decision, we requested comment as to whether these two
requirements should be preserved, post enactment of the Federal
Act, as terms and conditions of service under Section 253b.
Many parties filed comments and provided discussion at the
public forum on these two issues.
divided into two categories.

The comments can generally be

Predictably, the IXC/CLEC community

opined that under the Federal Act, the obligation to serve could
not be imposed as an entry requirement for non-rural LEC service
18

territories and could not be

included as

a mandatory term and

condition until such time as the entrant seeks universal service
support eligibility under Section 2l4e2.
argued

that

the

Commission

is

preempted

The IXC/CLEC5 also

from

imposing

"joint

package" marketing restrictions as an entry requirement and that
imposing such restrictions as a term or condition of service was
generally inconsistent with the Federal Act.
ILEC

commenters

argued

that

the

Commission

Just as predictably,
could

impose

both

obligation to serve and "joint package" marketing restrictions on
all CLECs as entry requirements.
We have carefully considered both of these issues and have
determined
modified.

that

in

both

cases,

our

prior

policies

should

be

As to the obligation to serve, we stated as follows in

our October 4, 1995 order at A-3l0203,F.002:
In conclusion, MFS must expend the same
effort to serve a residential customer who
requests service as a business customer to
whom MFS’ marketing strategy is targeted.
This shall be characterized as a conditional
obligation to serve, pending completion of the
incumbent LEC’s unbundling of its local loops.
Once the local loop is unbundled so that MFS
and co-carriers can lease facilities to serve
customers,
competitive
they
local
Eall
exchange
have
carriers]
should
an
unconditional obligation to serve.
While there are important public policy concerns reflected in
requiring and promoting obligation to
concerns are shared by the Federal Act

serve
--

commitments,

which

the Federal Act imposes

obligation to serve commitments in a different manner than under
our initial policy
Under

the

Federal

--

at least for non-rural LEC service areas.

Act,

the

obligation
19

to

serve

is

expressly

divorced from the entry process and is not included as a mandatory
initial

service

commitment

is

commitment.
addressed

eligibility procedures.

Instead,
through

the

obligation to

universal

service

serve

support

Under the Federal Act it is envisioned, if

not required,8 that carriers be permitted to initially compete in
non-rural service areas without an obligation to serve commitment.
An obligation to serve would only be required as a prerequisite to
receiving universal service support.9
Whether or not we have any option to do otherwise, we will
adopt the federal approach,

reconsider and rescind the language

imposing an obligation to serve as an entry requirement and as a
term and condition of service in our October 4,

1995 order at A-

3l0003,F.002 and address the obligation to serve commitment in the
universal service eligibility context.’

section 253f, as recited previously, expressly indicates
that it is not a violation of the Federal Act to impose the
obligation to serve requirements of Section 214e 1 in the entry
process for rural telephone company markets unless the rural
telephone company has obtained a resale requirement exemption. The
natural inference drawn from such language is that it would be a
violation of the Act to impose obligation to serve requirements on
carriers entering non-rural markets.
It is unlikely that in the long run a carrier could compete
effectively in rural serving areas without being eligible for
universal service support.
10

As to rural telephone companies with over 50,000 access
lines, where Section 253f expressly authorizes the Commission to
include the obligation to serve as an entry requirement but where
initially determined not to
utilize
consolidated
we have
procedures, we will refrain from deciding whether we will impose an
obligation to serve as a mandatory term and condition and will
address this issue at the time a carrier makes a bona fide request
for interconnection to these ILECs.
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to

As

October 4,

"joint

package"

marketing

restrictions,

in

our

1995 order at A-3l0203,F.002 we stated that, "Upon the

grant of co-carrier status pursuant to this opinion and Order, MFS
[and other CLEC5I

shall be subject to the same restrictions on

interLATA toll service packaging
in Pennsylvania absent a

.

.

applicable to the other LECs

specific waiver."

Such

a marketing

restriction was designed to obviate the advantages of CLEC "joint
marketing"

activities

for

local,

intraLATA

and

interLATA

toll

services, since certain ILEC5, including Bell, were prohibited from
providing interLATA toll services.
The purpose of past imposition of marketing restrictions on
LEC

long

distance

reseller

competitive advantage

over

affiliates

other

was

to

long distance carriers

affiliated reseller had with the LEC’s customers
since

in

a

monopoly

setting

the

LEC

presubscription interexchange carrier
ability

to

influence

inaccurate disclosure.
such

a

concern

develops.

consumer

decrease

--

completely
PlC

decisions

a

any
LEC

particularly
controls

the

process and has the

through

incomplete

or

Upon further review, it appears to us that

becomes

less

significant

as

local

competition

Furthermore, we must keep in mind that in a competitive

environment

our

objective

is

to

decrease

regulation

for

all

Historically, the Commission has readily accepted the
structural separation between ILECs and their reseller affiliates
or subsidiaries that offer interLATA and intraLATA toll services.
Furthermore, the Commission has established and imposed competitive
safeguards requiring LEC interLATA affiliates to market services in
a manner that conveys to current and potential customers that the
long distance entity is a separate and distinct company from the
local carrier.
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carriers rather than impose existing requirements on new carriers,
except where the requirements are imposed by statute or remain
necessary to the public interest.
Of course, we have a desire to treat all carriers competing in
a

market

given

fairly.

However,

pertaining

to

marketing

restrictions, such an objective can be achieved by eliminating any
relevant marketing restrictions on a LEC or its affiliate at the
time a competing local carrier or carriers enters the LEC’s service
territory.

Such an approach is consistent with both principles of

fairness and our desire to reduce regulation where appropriate.
Accordingly, we will adopt such an approach in the future and will
not impose mandatory restrictions on CLECs entering LEc service
territories.
The present marketing restrictions imposed in our

order

raise different concerns because those restrictions only apply to
carriers competing in Bell’s service territory.

Of course, at the

present time, Bell cannot provide interLATA service and eliminating
marketing restrictions on Bell would be a meaningless gesture.
However, in addressing the issue of whether carriers competing
in Bell’s local service markets should be subject to continuing
market restrictions it is helpful to evaluate the approach taken by
the Federal Act in addressing this issue.

In this regard, Section

271e 1 of the Act provides as follows:
Bell
operating
company
is
Until
a
to
authorized pursuant to subsection d
provide interLATA services in an in-region
State, or until 36 months have passed since
the
enactment
of
the
date
of
Telecommunications Act of 1996, whichever is
22

.
earlier, a telecommunications carrier that
serves greater than 5 percent of the Nation’s
presubscribed access lines may not jointly
market
in such State telephone exchange
service obtained from such company pursuant to
section 251c4 with interLATA services
offered by that telecommunications carrier.
Accordingly,

in

the

addressing

competitive

fairness,

appropriate

and

Congress

necessary

to

exact

determined

impose

issues
that

marketing

it

governing
was

only

restrictions

on

carriers competing in Bell’s local service territory if the carrier
serves greater than 5% of the nation’s presubscribed access lines.
While we do not believe we are required to adopt such an approach,
upon review,

such an approach appears to be wise and adequately

addresses our concerns with competitive fairness.

Therefore, we

will adopt the federal approach and will modify the language in our
MFS order to be consistent with the discussion herein.
Chapter 63 and 64 Requirements

g.

In the Tentative Decision, the Commission requested parties to
identify any provision of chapter 63

or 64 which is subject to

potential preemption by the Federal Act.
any

provision

preemption.
h.

which

could

be

on

regulatory

reasonably viewed

as

subject

to

We agree.
Equity Transfers and other Financial Transactions

In the Tentative Decision
comment

No commenter identified

whether

the

approval

of

Act

we requested interested parties to

,

has

equity

a

preemptive

transfers

and

effect
other

transactions required by the Public Utility Code.

on

the

financial

No party has

argued that the Federal Act has any preemptive effect on these
23

Several parties argue that existing

required regulatory approvals.
should

procedures

be

streamlined.

Sprint/United

argues

that

although not preempted, affiliated interest transaction approvals
should be eliminated as unnecessary.
Whether or not affiliated interest transaction review by the
Commission continues to be necessary, such review is required by
statute and remains mandatory absent

legislative intervention.’2

As to abbreviation of procedures, we will continue to evaluate ways
to

streamline existing procedures consistent with

our

enabling

statute.
2.

Interconnect ion

One of our areas of increased responsibility under the Federal
Act involves review of interconnection agreements between carriers.
As

discussed

in

detail

in

the

Tentative

Decision,

Commission

development and Commission review of interconnection agreements is
divided into three phases:

the negotiations phase,

1

2

the

arbitration phase and 3 the adjudication phase.’3
a.

The Negotiations Phase

The development of an interconnection agreement commences on
the day a

carrier receives

another carrier day 1.
this

order

12

we

will

a

for

interconnection from

It is absolutely essential, and through

require

Unlike the FCC,
forbearance authority.

request

the

that

each

carrier

Commission

‘

has

requesting

not

been

an

given

Under Section 251f of the Act, separate procedures are
established for carriers seeking to interconnect with a rural
telephone company.
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.
interconnection agreement from another carrier shall file a copy of
the request with the Commission at the requesting carrier’s Adocket.

If the requesting carrier does not have an A-docket, an A-

docket shall be assigned by the Commission’s Secretary at the time
of filing of the interconnection agreement.
The negotiations phase,

as established by the Act,

is the

first 135 days of development of the interconnection agreement.
From our perspective, the negotiations phase must be restricted to
the contracting parties.

Under section 242a 2,

during the negotiations,

at any point

either of the parties may request the

Commission "to participate in the negotiations and to mediate any
differences arising in the course of the negotiations."

The Act

gives no further guidance as to how the role of mediator should be
accomplished.
The formal role of mediator is a new role for the Commission
for which we have little prior experience although the Commission
does

engage

in

similar

resolution

dispute

type

process.

activity
GTE

through

and

TRA

its

alternative

suggest

that

the

Commission adopt provisions of existing mediation and arbitration
rules to structure the dispute resolution process.

Both parties

have suggested reference to the American Arbitration Association
AAA Commercial Mediation and Commercial Arbitration Rules.
Upon

review

of

AAA

Commercial

Mediation

Rules,

we

are

satisfied that adoption of many of its provisions will serve us
well.

Consistent with the AAA rules, we will adopt the following

25
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procedures applicable to Commission mediation of interconnection
disputes:
1.

Under Section 252a2, either of the contracting
parties may file a formal request for mediation with the
Commission. The request shall be filed at the A-docket
of the carrier seeking an interconnection agreement.

2.

A request for
AAA Commercial Mediation Rule # 3
mediation shall contain a brief statement of the nature
of the dispute and the names, addresses and phone numbers
of all parties to the dispute and those who will
represent them, if any, in the mediation. The initiating
party shall file an original and two copies of the
request with the Commission and shall serve a copy of the
request on the other party to the dispute.

3.

The Commission will designate a member of Commission
staff or an outside party to fulfill the role of mediator
on its behalf.

4.

The mediator will schedule mediation sessions.

5.

At least ten days
AAA Commercial Mediation Rule # 9
prior to the first scheduled mediation session, each
party shall provide the mediator with a brief memorandum
setting forth its position with regard to the issues that
need to be resolved. At the discretion of the mediator,
such memoranda may be mutually exchanged by the parties.
At the first session, the parties will be expected to
produce all information reasonably required for the
The
mediator to understand the issues presented.
mediator may require any party to supplement such
information.

6.

AAA Commercial Mediation Rule 0 10
The mediator does
not have the authority to impose a settlement on the
but will
help them
reach
a
parties
attempt to
satisfactory resolution of their dispute. The mediator
is authorized to conduct joint and separate meetings with
the parties and to make oral and written recommendations
for settlement.
The mediator is authorized to end the
mediation whenever, in the judgment of the mediator,
further efforts at mediation would not contribute to a
resolution or the dispute between the parties.
If the
mediator determines that the mediation should be
terminated, the mediator shall prepare and submit a
report to the Commission providing a summary of the
mediation and explaining the reasons why the mediation
was not completely successful. The report should also be
provided to the parties.
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7.

AAA Commercial Mediation Rule # 7
Mediation sessions
are private.
The contracting parties and their
representatives and members of Commission advisory staff
may attend mediation sessions. Other persons may attend
only with the permission of the parties and with the
consent of the mediator.

8.

AAA Commercial Mediation Rule # 12
Confidential
information disclosed to a mediator by the parties or by
witnesses in the course of the mediation shall not be
divulged by the mediator. All records, reports, or other
documents received by a mediator while serving in that
capacity shall be confidential. The mediator shall not
be compelled to divulge such records or to testify in
regard to the mediation in any adversarial proceeding or
judicial forum.
The parties
shall maintain the
confidentiality of the mediation and shall not rely on,
or introduce as evidence in any arbitral, judicial, or
other proceeding:
a views expressed or suggestions made by another party
with respect to a possible settlement of the dispute;
b
admissions made by another party in the course of
the mediation proceedings;
c
or

proposals made or views expressed by the mediator;
-

d
the fact that another party had or had not indicated
willingness to accept a proposal for settlement made by
the mediator.
9.

AAA Commercial Mediation Rule # 13
There shall be no
stenographic record of the mediation process.

10.

AAA Commercial Mediation Rule # 14
be terminated:

The mediation shall

a
by the execution of an agreement by the parties
which is subsequently approved by the Commission;
b
by a written declaration of the mediator to the
effect that further efforts at mediation are no longer
worthwhile; or
c
by a written declaration of a party or parties to
the effect that the mediation proceedings are terminated.
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11.

If a settlement agreement is reached and executed, the
mediator shall prepare and submit a report to the
Commission summarizing the mediation and explaining and
making recommendations regarding the terms of the
settlement. The report shall be made public and shall be
provided to the parties to the mediation.
The parties
shall jointly file an interconnection agreement which
reflects the terms of the settlement agreement, the
settlement agreement, the mediator’s report and a
petition requesting Commission approval of the settlement
agreement and the interconnection agreement with the
Commission within 30 days of execution of the settlement
agreement.

12.

Notice of the filing of the above-referenced documents
will
be published
in the
Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Interested
parties
may
file
comments
to
the
interconnection agreement within 20 days of publication.
The Commission will adjudicate the petition for adoption
of the settlement agreement and will either approve or
reject the interconnection agreement within 90 days of
the filing pursuant to Section 252e 4
procedures

These

appear

to

be

efficient

and

effective

in

carrying out the Commission’s mediation role and commencing and
adjudicating negotiated interconnection contracts.

Accordingly, we

are

fulfilling our

satisfied that these rules will

suffice

in

mediation responsibilities as envisioned in the Federal Act.
b.

The Arbitration Phase

Pursuant to Section 252 b, if the parties are unsuccessful in
negotiating
mediation,

an

interconnection

agreement,

with

or

without

either party may file a petition with the Commission

from day 135 to day 160 to arbitrate the contractual dispute.

The

arbitration process is intended only to address those issues which
have not been negotiated by the parties.

14

Pursuant to

Section

We will also follow these procedures for interconnection
agreements which are negotiated without the use of Commission
mediation.
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252b2,

the

petitioner must

submit

relevant documentation concerning

--

i

its

with

petition

"all

the unresolved issues;

ii the position of the parties with respect to those issues; and
any

other

issue discussed

and

resolved

by

the parties."

The

petition must be served on the other negotiating party on the
Pursuant to

filing date.

Section

252b3,

responses to

the

petition must be filed with the Commission within 25 days of the
filing date.

The Commission may require the parties to provide any

information relevant to resolving the disputed issues.

Pursuant to

Section 252b 4 c, the Commission must arbitrate and resolve all
disputed issues within 270 days of the date of the interconnection
request.15
In the Tentative Decision, the Commission requested comment
from

parties

interested

regarding

the

appropriate

procedural

details of the arbitration process which will be required to carry
out the express statutory provision.

Much of the discussion in the

comments pertained to the openness of the arbitration process and
who should be permitted to participate.

Generally speaking, the

OCA and the competitive industry recommended an open process in
which all

interested parties could participate actively in any

given arbitration.
closed

process

in

In contrast, the ILEC industry supported a more
which

only

the

IS

contracting

parties

could

The amount of time the Commission actually has to arbitrate
an interconnection agreement is dependent upon when in the 25-day
window between day 135 and day 160 the arbitration petition is
filed. In the worst case scenario, if the petition is filed on day
160, the Commission will only have 110 days to complete its
arbitration.
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participate.

Upon review,

we

will

establish

a

process which

attempts to accommodate the views of all parties and also satisfies
our

very

serious

concerns

regarding

the

short

timeframes

established by Congress for state commission arbitration.
After careful consideration, we will establish the following
procedures to govern all arbitrations:
1.

Each contracting party shall file a report
with the Commission at the A-docket number of
the party seeking interconnection, no later
than
day
125
from
the
of
date
the
interconnection request, which provides the
status of the negotiations and provides an
assessment of whether each party believes it
will be necessary to petition for arbitration.

2.

Either contracting party may file an original
a petition with the
and two copies of
Commission requesting arbitration of disputed
issues in the 25-day window from day 135 to
day 160 from the date of the interconnection
request.
Petitions must comply with Section
252b 2 A of the Act.
Petitioning parties
should err on the side of providing too much
documentation
enough
rather
than
not
documentation. Petitions which do not include
adequate documentation may be dismissed by the
Commission.
The petition shall be filed at
the A-docket number of the party requesting an
interconnection.

3.

The arbitration petition shall be served on
the other contracting party, the OCA, the OTS
and the OSBA on the day of filing.
We
recognize the statutory right of the OCA, OTS
and
OSBA
to
participate
throughout
the
arbitration process.
No other party may
participate in the arbitration process until
later in the process as described hereafter.
However, at the same time, all arbitration
proceedings will be public in nature.
The
contracting parties, the OCA, the OTS and the
OSBA may file answers with the Commission
within 25 days of the filing date consistent
with Section 252b 3.
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4.

The Commission will designate a member of
Commission staff or an outside party to
fulfill the role of arbitrator on its behalf.

5.

The arbitrator will schedule a preliminary
conference to identify and discuss the issues
to be resolved, to stipulate to uncontested
facts and to consider any other matters
arbitration
designed
to
expedite
the
proceedings.
If no party raises disputed
facts or if the arbitrator determines that the
disputed facts raised are not material, the
remainder of the arbitration will be conducted
on the documents consistent with a schedule
established at the preliminary conference by
the arbitrator.

6.

If disputed, material facts are present, the
arbitrator will schedule oral arbitration
proceedings required to resolve the disputed
material facts. Oral arbitration proceedings
shall be strictly confined to the material
facts disputed by the parties. Other advocacy
Any oral
or evidence will not be permitted.
arbitration proceedings shall be transcribed.

7.

Regarding oral arbitration proceedings, the
arbitrator is delegated authority to determine
the format for conduct of the proceedings.
The format and conduct of the proceedings
shall be designed with the primary objective
decreasing
the
time
and
resources
of
the
proceedings.
The
associated
with
authority delegated to the arbitrator shall
include but not be limited to determinations
as to whether evidence must be submitted under
oath, whether evidence should be prefiled,
whether preliminary documentary statements
should be required and whether memoranda or
briefs are necessary.

8.

Parties to the arbitration proceeding shall
submit evidence in support of their position
regarding material, disputed facts consistent
with the procedural format adopted by the
arbitrator.

9.

The arbitrator shall be the
relevance and materiality
pertaining to resolution of
facts.
Conformity to legal
shall not be necessary.
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sole judge of the
of the evidence
material,disputed
rules of evidence

10.

Following the proceedings as directed by the
arbitrator, the arbitrator shall prepare a
recommended decision which, as required by
Section 252b4c of the Act, "resolves
each issue set forth in the petition and the
responses], if any, by imposing appropriate
conditions as required to implement subsection
c upon the parties to the agreement, and
conclude
of
any
shall
the
resolution
unresolved issues .
The recommended
decision shall be concise and is not required
to provide unnecessary discussion of the
background of the proceedings or the positions
The recommended decision
of the parties.
shall specifically identify and discuss each
disputed, material fact and the arbitrator’s
recommended resolution of the factual dispute
as well as the effect of the resolution on the
terms and conditions of the interconnection
agreement.
The recommended decision will be
issued no later than day 220 from the date of
the request for interconnection.
.

.

11.

.

The recommended decision shall be served on
the parties to the proceeding.
A notice of
the issuance of the recommended decision shall
also be served on each party on the service
Interested
list at this docket N-00960799
notice
parties
desiring
to
receive
of
interconnection
recommended
agreement
decisions shall enter their appearance at this
docket.
.

12.

Any interested party, including parties which
have not participated in the arbitration
proceeding previously, may file exceptions to
the recommended decision within 15 days of the
date of issuance of the recommended decision.
No reply exceptions will be permitted.

13.

The Commission will issue an arbitration order
which finally resolves all material disputed
facts and finally arbitrates all disputed
terms and conditions of the interconnection
agreement by no later than day 270 from the
date of the interconnection request.

16

The standards for arbitration to be applied by the
arbitrator are extensive and are set forth at Section 252c.
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Again, we are satisfied with these procedures in that they
balance the concerns of all interested parties.

While fulfilling

our

arbitration

new

responsibilities

pertaining

to

of

interconnection agreements will undoubtedly be difficult, we are
convinced

that

adoption

of

these

arbitration

procedures

will

further our ability to address these important issues in a timely
fashion.
c.

Adjudication Phase

Although not specifically addressed in Section 252,

it

is

clear that the Act envisions that upon resolution of all terms and
conditions

of

interconnection,

whether

through

negotiation and

mediation or arbitration, the contracting parties must reduce the
agreement to writing

and

execute the

agreement.’7

Pursuant to

Section 252e, the executed agreement must then be filed with the
state

commission

conduct

to

the

adjudication

phase

the

of

proceeding.
The

Act

does

not

give

any

express

guidance

agreements must be filed with the state commission.

as

to

when

However, since

the period for negotiations concludes on day 160, we conclude that
an executed, negotiated interconnection agreement accompanied by a
joint petition for adoption of the agreement shall be filed by no
later than 30 days following the close of the negotiations phase or
by

day

190

following

the

request

‘

for

interconnection.

As

to

Since state commission arbitration is expressly compulsory
and binding by law, the contracting parties must reduce arbitrated
agreements to writing and execute each agreement even if one or
both of the parties is not satisfied with the arbitration.
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arbitrated agreements,

the

a

executed agreement accompanied by

joint petition for adoption shall be filed with the Commission no
later than 30 days following the entry of the Commission order
In either case,

finally arbitrating the agreement.

although an

original and two copies of the papers shall be filed with the
Commission at the A-docket of the party requesting interconnection,
the papers shall also be served on all parties on the service list
at this docket.
Pursuant to Section 252c 4 of the Act, the Commission must
approve or reject the agreement, consistent with the standard set
forth in section 252e by no later than 90 days from filing for
agreements

negotiated
agreements.

and

30

days

from

filing

for

arbitrated

To accommodate these time deadlines, we will establish

a 20-day response period for the filing of comments by interested
parties to negotiated agreements and a 7-day response period for
the

filing

agreements.

of

comments

The

by

parties

interested

Commission will

issue

an

order

to

arbitrated

approving

or

rejecting each agreement within the required timeframe established
by the Act.

Pursuant to Section 252h, the Commission will make

each approved agreement available for public inspection and copying
within ten days of the entry date of the Commission’s order finally
approving the agreement.
schedule

fee

or

proceedings

at

this

Although we will not establish a fee

requirement
time,

our

for
normal

interconnection
copying

charges

agreement
will

be

applied to requests for a copy of any interconnection agreement.
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statement of Generally Available Terms

3.
Under
approval

Section

of

a

252f

of

statement of

the Act,

generally

Bell

may

available

terms and conditions with the Commission.

file

and

seek

interconnection

The statement must be

reviewed by the Commission and may not be finally approved unless
the statement complies with Section 252d, as quoted previously,
Section 251, any FCC regulations promulgated under Section 251 and
any

relevant

252f 3,

state

law

requirements.

Pursuant

to

Section

if the Commission does not complete its review of the

statement within 60 days of filing or within the time extension
agreed to

by Bell,

the Commission must allow the

statement to

become effective subject to further review.
In our Tentative Decision, we suggested that filing and review
of these statements appeared to be consistent with existing tariff
filing procedures as provided for by 66 Pa. C.S. §1308a and b
and requested interested party comment on the appropriateness of
use of existing tariff procedures.

Many of the parties objected to

the use of Section 1308a and b procedures for different or even
opposite reasons.
However,
procedural
available

upon

further

requirements
terms

review,

for

statement

filing

by

existing tariff procedures.

Bell

we

find

that

and

review

of

are

virtually

the
a

Act’s

generally

identical

to

Accordingly, we will formally adopt

Section 1308a and b procedures for filing and review of a Bell
statement

under

modification

that

Section
the

252f

Commission
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of

the
may

Act
not

with
suspend

the
the

single
terms

,

,

2

during

statement

the

60-day

review period

and must

allow

the

statement to become effective if review is not completed.
Resale Restrictions

4.

In our Tentative Decision, we requested comment on the meaning
of the resale restriction imposed by Section 251c 4 of the Act.
Since the issuance of the Tentative Decision, this issue has come
before us in a different docket, R-00963578, and we will address
this issue at that docket.
5.

ne-enactment Interconnection Agreements

One of the most controversial issues we must resolve is how to
implement Section 252a of the Act pertaining to filing of pre
enactment interconnection agreements.

Section 252a provides as

follows in relevant part:
The agreement any negotiated
interconnection agreement,
including
any
interconnection agreement negotiated before
the
date
of
enactment
of
the
Telecommunications Act of 1996,
shall be
submitted to the State commission under
subsectione of this section.
Section

252e,

Commission

to

as

review

discussed
each

previously,

agreement

for

standards set forth in Section 252c 2 A

would

require

compliance

with

the
the

and issue a decision

approving or rejecting the agreement within 90 days of filing.
The Tentative Decision concluded that Section 252a appeared
to include existing EAS agreements and cellular or mobile carrier
intercinnection contracts with ILECs and requested comments as to
how to best manage implementation of the apparent requirements and
procedures.

The comments focused a great deal of attention on this
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issue.

The

competitive

industry

favors

immediately

requiring

filing of all pre-enactment agreements, including EAS and cellular
carrier

interconnection

agreements

with

ILECs.

The

ILEC

commenters just as strongly opposed requiring the filing of any
pre-enactment interconnection agreement as being inconsistent with
the policies and objectives underlying the Act.
We focus our attention on this issue with great caution since
the outcome could create a very significant administrative burden
for our agency.

Although we have carefully reviewed the comments

of the ILECs on this issue, in the end we can only return to the
clear language of Section 252a which is difficult to reasonably
interpret other than as requiring the filing and approval of all
pre-enactment interconnection agreements.
All of the ILECs argue that only competitive, pre-enactment
interconnection agreements be interpreted as subject to Section
252a’s requirements because competitive scenarios are the clear
focus of

Section

251.19

However,

no

such qualification can be

drawn from the express language of Section 252 a.

Furthermore, we

18

vanguard, the only cellular provider filing comments,
strongly recommended that the commission require the filing of all
cellular interconnection contracts with ILECs.
19

GTE points out that the Conference Report accompanying
Senate Bill 652 indicates that the review of interconnection
agreements was not intended to include Section 201 agreements
governing the provision of interexchange service.
We agree.
However, EAS contracts involve the provision of local service not
interexchange service and are not Section 201 agreements. GTE also
argues that the Section should be interpreted to only apply to
agreements which were negotiated pre-enactment but were not
executed until after enactment.
However, the clear language of
Section 252a does not support such an interpretation.
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.

H

are mindful of Section 252i
conditions

of

all

which requires that the terms and

interconnection

agreements

approved

by

the

Commission, including pre-enactment interconnection agreements, be
made

available

carrier.20
Section 251

to

any

Accordingly,

other

requesting

telecommunications

it appears that Congress

intended that

require the elimination of pre-existing agreements

which do not meet the Act’s requirements to assure that agreements
between all

carriers,

except Section 201

agreements,

including

agreements between ILECs, are competitively neutral and are made
generally available.
While acknowledging the express language of Section 252a,
this issue is complicated further by a number of factors.

First,

it appears there may be hundreds of pre-enactment interconnection
agreements between ILECs and between ILECs and wireless carriers in
Furthermore, it appears possible, if not likely,

the Commonwealth.
that

requiring

contracts,

filing

would

not

of

these

result

in

contracts,

particularly

filing

would

cancellation of many of the contracts.2’
have

a

serious

impact

on

the

continued

but

result

EAS
in

Such a situation would
provision

of

service,

20

Bell makes the argument that if the filing of pre-enactment
contracts are required and approved by the Commission for EAS
contracts that the terms and conditions in each agreement be made
generally available only for the specific routes governed by each
respective agreement.
While such an interpretation is not
unreasonable, we will defer resolution of interpretation of Section
252i until such time as we fully understand the complexities of
this issue.
21For example, Ameritech, one of the seven Regional Bell
Operating Companies, has exercised certain contractual rights to
cancel EAS compensation agreements between its ILEC subsidiaries
and other ILECs.
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particularly in EAS situations.22

While we are aware that several

states have taken action to require filing of all pre-enactment
agreements, we are reluctant to resolve this issue and to take
substantive

action

until

we

understand

fully

the

potential

administrative burden and repercussions caused by any potential
action.
Accordingly,

we

will

require

information on this subject.
is

entered,

all

interested

the

submission

of

further

Within 30 days of the date this order
parties,

including

all

carriers

potentially subject to the filing of pre-enactment interconnection
agreements under Section 252 a, shall file with the Commission at
this

docket

an

original

and

nine

copies

of

a

statement which

includes the following:
1.

A list of all pre-enactment interconnection
agreements.
In preparing the list, the term
"interconnection
should
be
agreement"
interpreted broadly to include EAS agreements,
collocation agreements, cellular and mobile
carrier agreements, shared network facilities
agreements SNFAs and others.

2.

Discussion of why specific agreements or
specific types of agreements identified on the
list should not be included as interconnection
agreements for purposes of implementation of
Section 253a.

3.

Discussion of proposals for scheduling or
planning of the filing and review of pre
enactment agreements.

4.

Identification
of
which
and
discussion
agreements or types of agreements the carrier
would consider cancelling if filing were
required and when such cancellations might

Such interruptions of service will not be tolerated by this
Commission under existing applicable regulations.
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.
occur and whether such cancellation may impact
the continuous provision of telecommunications
services to the public in a transparent
fashion.
5.

Discussion of the potential ramifications of
cancellation
of
any
contracts
or
other
ramifications
resulting
from
potential
implementation of Section 253a.

6.

Discussion of the issues that may arise if the
Commission does not evaluate and review pre
enactment agreements.

We expressly direct all carriers to be forthright and complete
in preparation of their statements.

Only through such disclosure

can the Commission resolve this issue in an orderly well-balanced
fashion consistent with the public interest.
6.

Collocation Policy Statement

In our Tentative Decision, we raised the issue of whether the
Commission’s policy statement at

52

Pa.

Code §69.311 governing

collocation for intrastate special access was affected by enactment
of Section 251c 6 of the Act.
all collocation,

Section 251c 6 requires that

both intrastate and interstate and special and

switched, be made available on a physical basis unless the local
carrier demonstrates to the Commission that "physical collocation
is

not

practical

for

technical

reasons

or

because

of

space

limitations."
While several commenters, s4ithout rational reason, argued that
our

collocation

policy

statement

was

unaffected

by

Section

251c 6, Bell’s comments provide the most reasonable approach to
this issue.

Bell argues that the collocation policy statement is

either preempted or irrelevant.

Bell informs the Commission that
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S
it

intends

to

file

H
an

intrastate

collocation tariff

with

the

Commission in the near future which will make proposals pertaining
to which central offices require physical collocation exemptions
and that for Bell this issue should be comprehensively addressed at
that future docket.
We agree that Bell’s approach to this issue is a wise one and
would encourage other ILECs to address this issue in comprehensive
rather than in piecemeal fashion.23

As to our policy statement, we

will act to rescind our policy statement at 52 Pa. Code §69.311,
attached as Annex A hereto, upon publication of this Order.
7.

Universal Service

We raised many issues regarding the Act’s effects
universal

pending

service

dockets.

All

parties

on our

submitted

relatively comprehensive comments on the universal service issues.
We

will

address

these

issues

at

our

pending

rulemaking

and

investigative dockets at L-00950105 and 1-00940035.
8.

In-Region IntertaTa Services for Bell

In the Tentative Decision, we also discussed the Commission’s
role in the FCC’s review of any future application filed by Bell or
its

affiliate to

provide

Section 271d 2 B

in-region

of the Act,

interLATA

services.

Under

the FCC must "consult with the

state commission that is the subject of the application in order to
verify

the

compliance

of

requirements of subsection

the

Bell

operating

company

with

the

c" which establishes a competitive

23

smaller ILECs may also seek general exemption from Section
251c 6 pursuant to Section 251f 2.
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checklist which must be met before

a

Bell

in-region

interLATA

service application can be approved by the FCC.
In addressing this issue in the Tentative Decision, we stated
as follows:
Review of any future Bell affiliate in-region
interLATA application before the FCC, given
the expected highly contentious nature of any
such application, is placed on an extremely
fast track and will
involve
statutorily
required consultation between the Commission
and the FCC
an unprecedented process
to
address whether the competitive checklist has
been met.
Accordingly, interested parties
should provide comment identifying how it is
envisioned this process will operate and
should
address
what
factors
should
be
considered by the Commission in reviewing
whether the Bell affiliate has complied with
the competitive checklist.
Commenters should
specifically address what input,
if any,
should be received by the Commission from
interested parties during the application
process
in
developing
the
Commission’s
positions for purposes of consultation with
the FCC.
If outside input is warranted,
commenters should address how the opportunity
for input should be procedurally structured.
--

--

Many of the commenters comprehensively addressed this issue.
Most commenters requested some type of formal proceeding by the
Commission to allow the Commission to develop its position for
purposes

of

consultation

with

the

FCC.

Bell

commented

that

"consultation" is a very informal process which does not require
any formal Commission review.
Upon review, we will withhold making a final determination on
this issue at this time.

Clearly, the Act envisions that formal

review and consideration of third party input occur at the federal
level.

As for the level and intensity of state review, we should
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coordinate our efforts in interpreting this provision with our FCC
It appears that the structure of the consultation

colleagues.

process should be designed to the mutual satisfaction of the states
and

the

FCC,

to

maximize

the

effective

implementation

of

the

statutory framework of review contemplated under Section 271.
This

does

collecting
parties

that the

Commission

is

restricted

information and considering the views

in

procedures

not mean

its

role

FCC

authority

of

consultant.
66

Pa.

C.S.

Pursuant

to

normal
the

Commission can collect the required information to fulfill

its

§S505

and

interested

506,

role.

under

of

of

in

Furthermore, the Commission or its staff can confer with

interested parties on an informal basis to understand various views
of Bell’s competitive checklist compliance.
We must be mindful that the time constraints imposed by the
Act must be a governing consideration of the state consultative
process.

Pursuant to Section 271d 3

make a final determination within 90
application by

Bell.

of the Act, the FCC must
days

of

the filing of an

The consultation process with the state

commission must be accommodated within that 90 days.
9.

Bell IntratATA Imputation Requirement

Under Section 271e 2 of the Act, Bell must make intraLATA
presubscription available to all of its customers prior to or at
the time its in-region interLATA affiliate commences the provision
of interLATA services.

At the state level, Bell is required to
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implement intraLApA presubscription by no later than June 30, 1997.
into

Investigation

IntraLATA

00940034 December 14, 1995.

Interconnection

I-

Arrangements,

Accordingly, it appears likely that

Bell will attempt to secure FCC approval of an in-region interLATA
application and commence interLATA business through an affiliate by
June

30,

1997,

or

at

the

time

it

implements

intraLATA

presubscription.
In

our

IntraLATA

Investigation

order,

we

refrained

from

imposing an imputation requirement on Bell and other LECs providing
intraLATA

toll

services

at

the

time

intraLATA presubscription

becomes available and significant intraLATA competition becomes a
reality.

However,

Section

272e3

of

the

Act

imposes

an

imputation requirement on Bell for all services which utilize its
own access services,

including intraLATA toll services.

In the

Tentative Decision, the Commission requested comment on whether the
IntraLATA

Investigation

Order

required

modification

to

be

consistent with federal law.
All parties commenting on this issue except for Bell support
modification of our prior order and imposition of an imputation
requirement on Bell’s provision of intrakATA toll services.
argues

that

requirement

modification
does

not

is

become

unnecessary
effective

since

until

the

Bell,

Bell

imputation
through

an

affiliate, commences the provision of interLATA services.24

In addition, we note that the imputation requirement for Bell
is an issue that is being addressed by this Commission in the
Comnetitive Safeguards proceeding at Docket No. M-00940587.
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However, as indicated previously, Bell will likely attempt to
commence the provision of interLATA services at the same time as
intraLATA presubscription becomes available and our decision not to
apply an imputation requirement becomes effective.
would

clearly

requirements.

create
Even

inconsistency
if

Bell

between

Such a scenario

state

and

federal

experiences undesirable delay

in

receiving FCC approval to provide interLATA services, our IntraLATA
Investigation Order does not accommodate the requisite imposition
of

an

imputation

commences

requirement

service.

at

Accordingly,

whatever
through

time
this

its
order,

affiliate
we will

reconsider and modify our December 14, 1995 order at 1-00940034 so
as

to

impose

an

imputation

requirement

on

the

provision

of

intraLATA services on Bell, consistent with that imposed by Section
272e 3 of the Act, at the time Bell’s affiliate commences the
provision of in-region interLATA services.
Furthermore, although the Federal Act does not require it, we
now find that all noncompetitive intraLATA toll services provided
by any local carrier should be subject to an imputation requirement
at the time intraLATA presubscription becomes available in that
service territory
depending

on

the

--

either in July of 1997 or the close of 1997,
size

of

the

ILEC

serving

a

given

area.

Accordingly, we will modify our IntraLATA Investigation Order to
impose an imputation requirement on noncompetitive intraLATA toll
services consistent with the foregoing discussion.
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.
IntertATA EAS for Bell and GTE

10.

In the Tentative Decision, the Commission raised the issue of
the effect of the Act’s supersession of the AT&T and GTE consent
decrees on prior Commission regulatory requirements in the EAS
context.

More specifically, 52 Pa. Code §63.756 requires GTE and

Bell to seek consent decree waivers when necessary to implement
interLATA
pertinent,

EAS.

Since

Section

Accordingly,

we

63.756

will

decree

consent

act

is
to

waivers

clearly
rescind

outdated
the

are

no

and

longer

obsolete.

regulation

through

incorporation of this issue into our pending docket, Rulemaking to
Rescind Obsolete Regulations Regarding TelePhone Service,
00960113.

at L

However, nothing in this Order should be interpreted to

relieve GTE and Bell from seeking any federal regulatory approvals
which may be necessary to implement interLATA EAS at any given
time.
11.

Interexchange Service Rate Deaveraging

Section 254g of the Act enacts a general prohibition against
interexchange service rate deaveraging which is to be implemented
by the FCC through the adoption of rules or regulations.

In this

regard the FCC has opened a rulemaking docket to implement Section
254g at CC Docket No. 96-61.
Although, in the Tentative Decision, the Commission requested
comment regarding interpretation of this provision, the Commission
acknowledged
Congress

has

Commission has

that

it

assigned

was

the FCC,

not

implementation

the

Commission,

responsibility.

which
The

filed comments with the FCC regarding the rate
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averaging issue and has advocated the approach taken by 66 Pa. C.S.
§3008d
broadly

under which

interexchange

prohibited with

the

rate

flexibility

deaveraging
for

the

should

FCC

or

be

state

commission to permit temporary or permanent service offerings,
which could be viewed as including rate deaveraging terms,
case-by-case basis.

on a

The Commission will await the outcome of the

FCC’s rulemaking docket and will interpret the rate deaveraging
prohibition consistent with the FCC’s ultimate approach.
12.

Health Care Providers, Libraries and Education Providers

In the Tentative Decision, the Commission requested comment on
how it should fulfill its responsibilities under Section 254h of
the Act pertaining to reasonably comparable universal service rates
for rural health care providers and discounted universal service
rates

for

libraries

and

education

providers.

Although

we

emphasized our desire for comprehensive comment on these issues,
very little useful comment was received.
We remain particularly concerned regarding our responsibility
under Section 254h 1 8 to establish the level of discounts to
intrastate rates to be made available to libraries and educational
providers.

If necessary, we will consider the establishment of a

generic docket in the foreseeable future to address these important
issues.
13.

Marketing Practices and Consumer Education

Another issue should be raised in context with enforcement of
the Commission’s service quality regulations, which requirements
are clearly preserved by Section 253b as necessary to protect the
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public

welfare,

ensure

the

continued

safeguard the rights of consumers.

quality

of

Undoubtedly,

services

and

consumers will

face many potentially confusing decisions as more service providers
enter the telecommunication markets and engage in potentially high
pressure marketing
on

commented

what

activities.
role

No

service

parties

in

providers

this

proceeding

in

have

consumer

education.
Clear, consistent and unambiguous marketing language should be
adopted by all entities marketing telecommunication services in
Pennsylvania.
carriers

are

Local exchange companies
already

required

to

LEC5

submit

and interexchange

language

for

certain

communications with their customers to the Bureau of Public Liaison
for

a

plain

language

review.

Such

a

will

procedure

burdensome with the addition of many new entrants

be

too

in a highly

competitive atmosphere.
To

be

better

informed

and

educated,

telecommunications

customers must have accurate complete and comparable information
about products,

prices

and quality when making choices

competitive telecommunications marketplace.

The

in the

definition of

basic service for one service provider must be the same for all
service providers.

The definition of marketing terminology must be

mutually understandable for consumers and

service providers to

minimize customer confusion or inevitably Formal Complaints will
follow.
To avoid these problems and the very real burden that a large
increase in complaints would have on Commission resources, a task
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S
force consisting of representatives of the Commission’s Bureau of
and

the

telecommunications industry wil be established immediately.

The

Public

Liaison,

the

Bureau

of

Consumer

Services,

task force will be. organized and administered by the Bureau of
Public Liason and shall be charged with developing definitions of
marketing terminology that will be universally accepted and, more
used in

importantly,

the actual

marketing of telecommunication

services.
Payphone Issues

14.

Although not raised in the Tentative Decision,
comprehensive

comments

addressing

requesting

and

CAPA filed
Commission

attention to the effects of the Act on the provision of payphone
services by Bell and independent payphone providers.

Specifically,

CAPA focuses on Section 276 of the Act which establishes various
requirements and competitive safeguards on

Bell’s provision of

payphone service and its service offerings to independent payphone
providers

-

Under

Section

276,

the

FCC

is

required

to

promulgate

regulations implementing Congressional payphone requirements and
policies within nine months of enactment.

Under Section 276c,

state payphone requirements which are inconsistent with the FCC’s
regulation will be preempted.

Accordingly, it is premature for the

Commission to consider modification of its requirements applicable
to payphones until the FCC finalizes its regulations.
upon final promulgation,

However,

the Commission invites CAPA to file a

petition with the Commission advocating modifications to payphone
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requirements or Bell service offerings which,

in

its view,

are

inconsistent with the FCC’s regulations.
15.

Notice of FCC Pilings

In the Tentative Decision, the Commission voiced concern with
its need to keep abreast of federal issues as they progress at the
FCC and suggested that all FCC filings be copied on the Commission.
Many parties commented that requiring service of all FCC filings
was unnecessary and costly.
Upon further review, we will modify our tentative approach and
attempt to accommodate the views of the parties.

We will, through

issuance of this Order, direct all jurisdictional carriers to serve
the Commission with a copy of all FCC filings made under Title II
of the Communications Act.

However, as to other filings, we will

merely require that carriers file with the Commission a one-page
notice of filing which includes the docket number of the filing and
a description of the document filed.
All of these documents shall be filed at this docket.

In

order to administer the receipt of these documents, we will direct
the Prothonotary to segregate this docket into subdockets and to
establish

corresponding document

folders

for

each

ILEC,

CLEC,

facilities-based IXC, and one for all other carriers.
C.

Conclusion
Overall, we are satisfied that, through this Order, we have

accomplished the important objective of taking the initial steps
necessary to implement the Federal Act in an orderly and timely
fashion.

While undoubtedly this
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will

not

be

our

last

action

pertaining

to

implementation,

the

comprehensive

nature

of

our

action today will result in timely coordination with the federal
of

government

the

Congressional

national

policy

framework;

THEREFORE,
IT IS ORDERED:
1.

That entry procedures described in the body of this Order

are hereby adopted for all telecommunications carriers.
2.

That our Opinion and Order entered October 4,

1995 in

Anplication of MFS Intelenet of Pennsylvania, Inc., et al. at A
310203F.002

is

hereby modified

consistent

with

the

discussion

herein.
3.

That any joint marketing restrictions presently imposed

on incumbent local exchange carriers by prior Commission orders
will

be

rescinded

upon

the

entry

and

interconnection

of

any

competing local carrier in the incumbent local exchange carrier’s
service territory.
4.

That

the

procedures

discussed

herein

governing

development and review of interconnection agreements are hereby
adopted.
5.

That procedures for continued Commission evaluation pre-

enactment interconnection agreement filings are adopted consistent
with the discussion herein.
6.

That a policy statement proceeding is hereby instituted

at this docket.
7.

That

the

Commission’s

policy

statements

are

hereby

amended by deleting Section 69.311 to read as set forth in Annex A.
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8.

That the Secretary shall submit this order and Annex A to

the Governor’s Budget Office for review of fiscal impact.
9.
with

the

That the Secretary shall deposit this order and Annex A
Legislative

Reference

Bureau

for

publication

in

the

Pennsylvania Bulletin effective immediately.
10.

That our Order entered December 14, 1995 in Investigation

into IntraLATA Interconnection Agreements at 1-00940034 is hereby
modified consistent with the discussion herein.
11.

That rescission of 52 Pa. Code §63.756 is incorporated

into our pending rulemaking docket, Rulemaking to Rescind Obsolete
Regulations Regarding Telephone Service at L-00960113.
12.

That a task force is hereby established consisting of

representatives of

the Bureau of

Public Liason,

the Bureau

of

Consumer Services and the telecommunications industry to develop
definitions

of

marketing

technology

that

will

be

universally

accepted and used in the marketing of telecommunications services.
The task force shall be organized and administered by the Bureau of
Public Liason.
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.
12.

That the Secretary’s Office is directed to serve this

Order on all parties on the Executive Director’s telecommunications
mailing list which are not parties on the service list for this
docket.

BY THE COMMISSION,

John G. Al ord
Secretary

SEAL
ORDER ADOPTED:

May 23, 1996

ORDER ENTERED:

JUN 3 1996
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*
ANNEX A
TITLE 52.
PUBLIC UTILITIES
PART 1. PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Subpart C.
FIXED UTILITY SERVICES
CHAPTER 69.
GENERAL ORDERS, POLICY
STATEMENTS AND GUIDELINES ON FIXED
UTILITIES

§69.311.

Reserved.

1

*
Sample Application Form for Parties Wishing to Offer,
Render, Furnish, or Supply Telecommunication Services to
the Public in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
You may use the attachedform to make your application. Remove this
instruction sheet prior to filing. If you need more space that is provided on
this form or if you are attaching exhibits, attach additional pages and exhibits
invnediately following the page containing the items being addressed. If you
retype the application, please repeat each item in conjunction with your
answers.
To file an application with the Pennsylvania Public Utility Conunission, file a
signed and verified original of your application and attachments with two
copies with the Commission c Secretary’s Office in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:
B-20, North Office Building
<or>
P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
IF YOUR ANSWER TO ANY OF THESE iTEMS CHANGES DURING THE
PENDENCY OF YOUR APPLICATION OR IF THE INFORMATION RELATIVE
TO ANY ITEM HEREIN CHANGES WHiLE YOU ARE OPERATING WiTHIN
THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANL4, YOU ARE UNDER A DUTY
TO SO INFORM THE COMMISSION AS TO THE SPECIFICS OF THE
CHANGE. Additionally, if you plan to cease doing business within the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, you are under a duty to request authority from
the Commission for permission prior to ceasing business.
,ls noted herein, you should file a separate application for each category of operation. If you
are filing multiple applications simultaneously, the applications should cross reference each
other. At the time offihing, you may petition the Commission, pursuant to Section 5.43 of the
Commission’s Regulations. 52 Pa. Code §5.43, to waive the provisions of Sections 1.34 and
1.43, 52 Pa. Code § §1. 34 & 1.43, which require a separate application fee for each
application L&. multiple fees, and to seek authorization for the payment of one application
fee. Additionally, pursuant to Sections 1.57 and 1.58 of the Commission ‘s Regulations, 52 Pa.
Code § §1.57 & 1.58, you must attach Proof of Service of the Application and attachments upon
certain parties as specified in the Sample Application. Upon review of the Application, further
notice may be required pursuant to Section 5.14 of the Commission ‘s Regulations, 52 Pa. Code
§5.14.

0503-7

__________________,
_________________________

_______________________

S
BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Application of
d/bla
for approval to
offer, render, furnish, or supply
telecommunication services as an
[as
to the public
specified in Item 9 belowl
in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Application Docket No.
F______
199

To the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission:
I.

IDENTITY OF THE APPLICANT: The name, address, telephone number, and FAX
number of the Applicant are:

Please identify any predecessors of the Applicant and provide other names under which
the Applicant has operated within the preceding five 5 years, including name, address,
and telephone number.

2.

CONTACT PERSON: The name, title, address, telephone number, and FAX number of
the person to whom questions about this Application should be addressed are:

_______

S
FICTITIOUS NAME:
select and complete appropriate box.

3.

The Applicant will be using a fictitious name or doing business as
‘d/bIa":

Attach to the Application a copy of the Applicant’s filing with the Commonwealth’s
Department of State pursuant to 54 Pa.C.S. §311, Form PA. -953.
<or>

The Applicant will not be using a fictitious name.

5o3-7

_____
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4.

BUSINESS ENTITY and DEPARTMENT OF STATE FILINGS:
select and complete appropriate box.
The Applicant is a sole proprietor.
If the Applicant is located outside the Commonwealth, provide proof of compliance with
15 Pa.C,S. §4124 relating to Department of State filing requirements.

<or>

The Applicant is a:
domestic general partnership 1
domestic limited partnership 15 Pa.C.S. §8511
foreign general or limited partnership 15 Pa.C.S. §4124
domestic limited liability partnership 15 Pa.C.S. §8201
foreign limited liability general partnership 15 Pa.C.S. §8211
foreign limited liability limited partnership 15 Pa.C.S. §8211
Provide proof of compliance with appropriate Department of State filing requirements as
indicated above.
Give name, dibla, and address of partners. If any partner is not an individual, identify
the business nature of the partner entity and identify its partners or officers.

*

If a corporate partner in the Applicant’s domestic partnership is not
domiciled in Pennsylvania, attach a copy of the Applicant’s Department of State filing
pursuant to 15 Pa,C,S. §4124.

<or>

5O3-7
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_____

.
The Applicant is a:
domestic corporation none
foreign corporation 15 Pa.C.S. §4124
domestic limited liability company 15 Pa.C.S. §8913
foreign limited liability company 15 Pa.C.S. §8981
Provide proof of compliance with appropriate Department of State filing requirements as
indicated above.
Give name and address of officers.

The Applicant is incorporated in the state of

*503-7
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_________
_________

5.

AFFILIATES AND PREDECESSORS WITHIN PENNSYLVANIA:
select and complete appropriate box.
Affiliates of the Applicant doing business in Pennsylvania are:

Give name and address of the affiliates and state whether the affiliates are
jurisdictional public utilities. Give the docket numbers for the authority of any
jurisdictional affiliates.

If the Applicant or an affiliate has a predecessor who has done business
within Pennsylvania, give name and address of the predecessors and state
whether the predecessors were jurisdictional public utilities. Give the
docket numbers for the authority of any jurisdictional predecessorss.

<or>

The Applicant has no affiliates doing or predecessors which have done
business in Pennsylvania.

5

_______

*
6.

AFFILIATES AND PREDECESSORS RENDERING PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICE
OUTSIDE PENNSYLVANIA: select and complete the appropriate box.
Affiliates of the Applicant rendering public utility service in any
jurisdiction other than Pennsylvania are:

Give name and address of the affiliates.

Predecessors of the Applicant which rendered public utility service in any
jurisdiction other than Pennsylvania are:

Give name and address of the predecessors.

<or>
The Applicant has no affiliates rendering or predecessors which rendered
public utility service outside Pennsylvania.

#503-7
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_________

7.

TRANSACTIONS WITH AFFILIATES:
select and complete the appropriate box.
Identify any affiliates which provide services to or receive services from
the Applicant. Describe the nature of the services and how the transactions
between or among affiliates will be handled.

<or>
The Applicant has no affiliates providing service to or receiving services
from the Applicant.

#503-7
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_______
____

8.

_____________

APPLICANT’S PRESENT OPERATIONS:
select and complete the appropriate box.
The Applicant is presently doing business in Pennsylvania as a
jurisdictional public utility pursuant to authority at Docket No.
as a:
MTS, 1+, 800 & 888, Out WATS, Travel

Reseller of Toll Services,
Cards, Debit Cards, etc.
Competitive Access Provider,
transporter.
-

Interexchange Carrier,
carrier.

dedicated point-to-point service or IXC

providing toll services as a facilities-based

Competitive Local Exchange Carrier,
providing local exchange
service as a facilities-based carrier or as a reseller in an area previously
served by an incumbent local exchange carrier.
Local Exchange Carrier, providing local exchange service as a facilitiesbased carrier within a defined service territory.
Other. Identify the nature of public utility service being rendered.

<or>

The Applicant is not presently doing business in Pennsylvania as a public
utility.
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9.

APPLICANT’S PROPOSED OPERATIONS: The Applicant proposes to operate as a:

-

-

-

Reseller of Toll Services,
Cards, Debit Cards, etc.

MTS, 1+, 800 & 888, Out WATS, Travel

Competitive Access Provider,
transporter.

dedicated point-to-point service or IXC

Interexchange Carrier, gL, providing toll services as a facilities-based
carrier.
Competitive Local Exchange Carrier,
providing local exchange
service as a facilities-based carrier or as a reseller.
Other. Identify the nature of public utility service to be rendered.

The Applicant should file a separate application for each category of operation. If the
Applicant files multiple applications simultaneously, the applications should cross reference
each other. At the time of filing, the Applicant may petition the Commission, pursuant to
Section 5.43 of the Commission’s Regulations, 52 Pa. Code §5.43, to waive the provisions
of Sections 1.34 and 1.43, 52 Pa. Code §l. 34 & 1.43, which require a separate
application fee for each application ia, multiple fees, and to seek authorization for the
payment of one application fee.

#503-7
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10.

#503-1

PROPOSED SERVICES: Describe the services which the Applicant proposes to offer.

10

11.

SERVICE AREA: Describe the geographic service area in which the Applicant proposes
to offer services.

Additionally, the Applicant asserts that it <will or will not> be a rural telephone
company. State which provision of the federal Telecommunication Act of 1996 is
applicable to the Applicant’s status if the Applicant is a rural telephone company.

12.

MARKET:

Describe the customer base to which the Applicant proposes to market its
services.

11

13.

INITIAL TARIFF: Attach to the Application a proposed Initial Tariff setting forth the
rates, rules, and regulations of the Applicant. The tariff shall state on its cover sheet the
nature of the Applicant’s operations as identified in Item 9, above.

14.

FINANCIAL: Provide a general description of the Applicant’s capitalization and, if
applicable, its corporate stock structure.

Attach to the Application a tentative operating balance sheet and a projected income
statement for the first year of operation within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
The name, title, address, telephone number, and FAX number of the Applicant’s custodian
for its accounting records and supporting documentation are:

The Applicant’s accounting records and supporting documentation are, or will be,
maintained at:

#503-7
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15.

START DATE: The Applicant proposes to begin offering services on
approximate date.

16.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS: Attach to the Application a statement of further
developments, planned or contemplated, to which the present Application is preliminary or
with which it forms a part, together with a reference to any related proceeding before the
Commission.
The Applicant is under a continuing obligation to amend this Application if any matter
asserted herein changes during the pendency of the Application or while the Applicant is
providing public utility service within the Commonwealth.

17.

NOTICE: Pursuant to Section 5.14 of the Commission’s Regulations, 52 Pa. Code §5.14,
serve a copy of the signed and verified Application with attachments on the following:
Irwin A. Popowsky
Consumer Advocate
1425 Strawberry Square
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Bernard A. Ryan, Jr.
Small Business Advocate
Commerce Building, Suite 1102
300 North Second Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Office of Trial Staff 1 copy
Office of Special Assistants I copy
Bureau of Consumer Services
1 copy
Bureau of Fixed Utility Services 1 copy
Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105
--

--

--

--

Office of the Attorney General
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Strawberry Square, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Pursuant to Sections 1.57 and 1.58 of the Commission’s Regulations, 52 Pa. Code §*1 .57
& 1.58, attach Proof of Service of the Application and attachments upon the above named
parties. Upon review of the Application, further notice may be required pursuant to
Section 5.14 of the Commission’s Regulations, 52 Pa. Code §5.14.
18.

#503-7

A’fl’ORNEY: If applicable, the name, address, telephone number, and FAX number of
the Applicant’s attorney are:
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______________________
___________________
______________________,
______________________,
_______________
______________
_____
___________
________________,
__________________

.
19.

.

AFFIDAVIT: Attach to the Application an affidavit as follows:
AFFIDAVIT

<Commonwealth/State> of
ss.
County of
Affiant, being duly <sworn/affirmed> according to
law, deposes and says that:
<He/she is the
Name of Applicant;>

Office of Affiant of

<That he/she is authorized to and does make this affidavit for said
corporation;>
That
the Applicant herein, acknowledges that
<he/she/it> may have an obligation to serve or to continue to serve the public
by virtue of the Applicant commencing the rendering of service pursuant to this
Application consistent with the Public Utility Code of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Title 66 of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes; with the federal
Telecommunications Act of 1996, signed February 6, 1996; or with other
applicable statutes or regulations;
That
the Applicant herein, asserts that <he/she/it>
possesses the requisite technical, managerial, and financial fitness to render public
utility service within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and that the Applicant
will abide by all applicable federal and state laws and regulations and by the
decisions of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission.
That the facts above set forth are <true and correct/are true and correct to the
best of his/her knowledge, information, and belief> and that he/she
<expects/expects said corporation> to be able to prove the same at any hearing
hereof.
Signature of Affiant
Sworn and subscribed before me this

day of

1 9_.

Signature of official administering oath
My commission expires

#503-7
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20. Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996: State whether the Applicant claims a particular
status pursuant to the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996. Provide supporting facts.

21. COMPLIANCE: State specifically whether the Applicant, an affiliate, a predecessor of
either, or a person identified in this Application has been convicted of a crime involving fraud or
similar activity. Identify all proceedings, limited to proceedings dealing with business operations,
in the last five 5 years, whether before an administrative body or in a judicial forum, in which
the Applicant, an affiliate, a predecessor of either, or a person identified herein has been a
defendant or a respondent. Provide a statement as to the resolution or present status of any such
proceedings.

#503-7
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22. CONTACT FOR RESOLVING COMPLAINTS: Provide the name, address, telephone
number, and FAX number for the person and an Alternate person responsible for addressing
customer complaints. These persons will ordinarily be the initial points of contact for resolving
complaints and queries filed with the Public Utility Commission or other agencies.
23. FALSIFICATION: The Applicant understands that the making of false statement herein may
be grounds for denying the Application or, if later discovered, for revoking any authority granted
pursuant to the Application. This Application is subject to 18 Pa.C.S. §4903 and 4904, relating
to perjury and falsification in official matters.

24. CESSATION: The Applicant understands that if it plans to cease doing business within the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, it is under a duty to request authority from the Commission for
permission prior to ceasing business.

Applicant:
By:
Title:

#503-7
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_____________________
__________________
_______________
______________________
_____________
_____

________________,
__________________

S
VERIFICATION
<Commonwealth/State> of
ss.
County of
Affiant, being duly <sworn/affirmed> according to law,
deposes and says that:
<He/she is the
Applicant;>

Office of Affiant of

Name of

<That he/she is authorized to and does make this affidavit for said corporation;>
That the facts above set forth are <true and correct/are true and correct to the best of
his/her knowledge, information, and belief> and that he/she <expects/expects said
corporation> to be able to prove the same at any hearing hereof.

Signature of Affiant

Sworn and subscribed before me this

day of

19

Signature of official administering oath
My commission expires

#503-7
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PUBLIC UTILITY C030ISSION
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105

PENNSYLVANIA

IN RE: IMPLEMENTATION OP THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT 07 1.996

PUBLIC MEETING
MAY 23, 1996
MAY-9 6-L-45*

1-00960799
DISSENTING STATEMENT OP CHAIRMAN JOHN N. OUAIN
I support the Order which the Commission issues today except
for one determination reached by the majority. Generally speaking,
the Order which we issue represents an extremely important step in
implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 Federal Act
at the state level.
The Order will allow us to fulfill our new
responsibilities under the Federal Act in an orderly and timely
fashion.
However, I cannot support the majority’s determination that
incumbent local exchange carriers ILECs, other than Bell, should
be subject to an imputation requirement applicable to their
provision of intraLATA toll services at the time presubscription
becomes available.
While I acknowledge that the Federal Act
requires modification of
decision
in
IntraLAtA
our
the
Investigation Order to include an imputation requirement on Bell,
no such modification is required, or even suggested, by the Federal
Act for the provisionof intraLATA services by ILECs other than
Bell.
I generally favor the notion of regulatory parity and would
support an imputation requirement if the Commission had authority
to impose it on the provision of all intraLATA services by all
carriers.
However, as I stated in my Notion issued in
consideration of the IntraLATA Investigation Order, such uniform
application is not possible under state law since intraLkTA
services provided by interexchange carriers are classified as
competitive and are removed from any Commission price oversight,
including enforcement of an imputation requirement.
In this
context, expanding the application of the imputation requirement to
ILEC5 other than Bell, as a matter of state policy and not as a
matter of federal law, is not consistent with my notion of
regulatory parity since, generally speaking, ILECs, particularly
small ILECs, will not be competing with each other in the
foreseeable future.
Instead, application of an imputation requirement on smaller
ILEC5 will merely place unnecessary pressure on the pricing
strategies of the smaller ILEC5 without any significant
corresponding benefit.
It is clear to me that the Commission
should complete the generic dockets currently pending which pertain
to the development of local competition prior to considering
whether such an imputation requirement is necessary or desirable

for ILECS other than Bell.
Accordingly,
majority’s determination on this is

Date

I

dissent from the

JOHN N. QUAIN, CHAIRNM
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-3265
IN RE: IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ACT OF 1996

PUBLIC MEETINGMAY 23, 1996
MAYa96L.45*
DOCKET NO. M-960799

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER DAVID W. ROLKA
This Order reflects this agency’s commitment to prompt and coordinated
implementation of our responsibilities under the Telecommunications Act of 1996. This
new law promotes competition in all segments of the telecommunications markets. At the
same time, the law recognizes that regulatory oversight is required to facilitate a fair and
prompt transition to competition. The Implementation Order recognizes that the Federal
Act required some modifications to our present policies to assure consistency between the
federal and state rules. In addition, this Order signals that we have procedures in place
that will enable this agency to undertake our new responsibilities prescribed in the Act.
The Order also acknowledges that additional information is required to develop
appropriate policies for the certain classifications of rural telephone carriers, and for the
review of pre-enactment interconnection agreements. Clearly the implementation of this
landmark legislation will be an evolving process at both the state and federal level, which
must be coordinated.
One key area of concern to the states is Section 253a, concerning removal
of barriers to entry and its relationship to the preservation of state authority set forth in
Section 253b. The streamlined entry procedures set forth in this Order strike an
appropriate balance contemplated by these subsections. The Joint Conference Report
provides some guidance:
Existing State laws or regulations that reasonably condition
telecommunications activities of a monopoly utility and are
designed to protect captive utility ratepayers from the potential
harms caused by such activities are not preempted under this
section. However, explicit provisions on entry by a utility into
telecommunications are preempted under this section.
Chapter 30 expressly removed any express prohibition against local exchange competition
and sets forth that a public interest standard governs such entry. The procedures set forth
in this Order give effect to the public interest standard and provide a competitively neutral
ity of
framework for assuring the preservation of the public safety and welfare, and

DATED

DAVID W. R LKA, COMMISSIONER
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
IN RE: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996

17105-3265
PUBLIC MEETING MAY 23, 1996
MAY-96-L-45
DOCKET NO. 11-00960799

MOTION OP COMMISSIONER JOHN HANGER

I DOC UMENT]

LfPiP{RJ

On February 8, 1996, President Clinton signed
Telecommunications Act of 1996 .Telco Act into law. This law is
a valuable tool for those who see the explosive growth in the
telecommunications industry as vital to the future economic
interests of the United States. The quick pace of implementation
required of the Federal Communications Commission FCC is
evidence of how important Congress views this industry.
This Commission has moved very quickly in the
implementation of the Telco Act with its March 14, 1996 Tentative
Decision.
The comments requested in the Tentative Decision have
helped identify the issues and the effect of the Telco Act in
Pennsylvania.
Although I generally support the Law Bureau
recommendations in this Order, one of the provisions may conflict
with a strict interpretation of the Telco Act. The Law Bureau
recommends that the Commission initiate a fitness test as a
condition of into the Telecommunication business. Assuming an
Applicant establishes fitness, the Applicant would be granted a
certificate to do business. A fitness test makes good policy
sense; however, it may not be permissible under the Telco Act.
The commenting parties to the Tentative Decision point out that
the Telco Act at Section 253a, says:
No state or local statute or regulation,
or other state or local legal
requirement, may prohibit or have the
effect of prohibiting the ability of any
entity to provide any interstate or
intrastate telecommunications service.
The above quoted language may prohibit the Commission’s
use of any fitness test or taking any action that might be
burdensome to an entity’s commencement of offering a
telecommunication service for sale within the Commonwealth. Yet,
Section 253b allows for requirements "necessary to preserve and
advance universal service, protect public safety and welfare,
ensure the continued quality of telecommunications services and
safeguard the rights of consumers." Since it is important to
make sure that all telecommunications companies are able to
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provide that services that they market and that all
telecommunication companies follow applicable law, the
streamlined fitness test recommended by the staff is in the
public interest and attempts to comply with Section 253 a.
Despite my legal reservations, I will vote to approve that part
of the staff’s recommendation.
Another issue should be raised in context with
enforcement of the Commission’s service quality regulations
concerning the language in the last sentence of Section 253b.
Consumers will face many potentially confusing decisions as more
service providers enter the telecommunication markets. No
parties in this proceeding commented on what role service
providers have in consumer education.
Clear, consistent and unambiguous marketing language
should be adopted by all entities marketing telecommunication
services in Pennsylvania. Local exchange companies LEC5 and
interexchange carriers are already required to submit language
for certain communications with their customers to the Bureau of
Public Liaison for a plain language review. Such a procedure
will be too burdensome with the addition of many new entrants in
a highly competitive atmosphere.
To be better informed and educated, telecommunications
customers must have accurate complete and comparable information
about products, prices and quality when making choices in the
competitive telecommunications marketplace. The definition of
basic service for one service provider must be the same for all
service providers. The definition of marketing terminology must
be mutually understandable for consumers and service providers to
minimize customer confusion or inevitably Formal Complaints will
follow.
To avoid these problems and the very real burden that a
large increase in Complaints would have on Commission resources,
a task force consisting of representatives of the Commission’s
Bureau of Public Liaison, the Bureau of Consumer Services, and
the telecommunications industry should form immediately. The
task force would be charged with developing definitions of
marketing terminology that will be universally accepted and, more
importantly, used in the actual marketing of telecommunication
services.
As the Federal Communications Commission FCC moves to
implement the Telco Act, how the various provisions of the Act
are interpreted will evolve. I certainly view the Telco Act as
useful in introducing real competition into every aspect of the
telecommunications industry in Pennsylvania. Why is competition

______________

.

w
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so important?

Job growth, capital investment, new services,
lower prices and better customer service are reasons that come
quickly to mind.
Injecting competition into the monopoly
telephone system at every level will improve Pennsylvania’s
telecommunications network and its economy.

THEREFORE, I MOVE THAT:
1.
The Commission’s Order In Re:
Implementation of the Telecommunications Act
of 1996 be modified consistent with the
discussion above; and
2.

The Law Bureau prepare the Final Order.

nJ_i
L DAED

JOHN HNiGER, cbMMIsSIONER

_______________________

.

______
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PUBLIC MEETINGMAY 23, 1996
MAY-96-L-45*
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DISSENTING STATEMENT OP CHAIRMAN JOHN H. OUAI

Cl!
FOLDER

I support the Order which the Commission issues today except
for one determination reached by the majority. Generally speaking,
the Order which we issue represents an extremely important step in
implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 Federal Act
The Order will allow us to fulfill our new
at the state level.
responsibilities under the Federal Act in an orderly and timely
fashion.
However, I cannot support the majority’s determination that
incumbent local exchange carriers ILEC5, other than Bell, should
be subject to an imputation requirement applicable to their
provision of intraLATA toll services at the time presubscription
While I acknowledge that the Federal Act
becomes available.
decision
in
the
requires
modification
of
our
IntraLATA
Investigation Order to include an imputation requirement on Bell,
no such modification is required, or even suggested, by the Federal
Act for the provision of intraLATA services by ILECs other than
Bell.
I generally favor the notion of regulatory parity and would
support an imputation requirement if the Commission had authority
to impose it on the provision of all intraLATA services by all
However,
as I
stated in my Motion issued in
carriers.
consideration of the IntraLATA Investigation Order, such uniform
application is not possible under state law since intraLATA
services provided by interexchange carriers are classified as
competitive and are removed from any Commission price oversight,
In this
including enforcement of an imputation requirement.
context, expanding the application of the imputation requirement to
ILECs other than Bell, as a matter of state policy and not as a
matter of federal law, is not consistent with my notion of

regulatory parity since, generally speaking, ILECs, particularly
small ILECs, will not be competing with each other in the
foreseeable future.
Instead, application of an imputation requirement on smaller
ILECs will merely place unnecessary pressure on the pricing
without
significant
the
smaller
ILECS
any
strategies
of
It is clear to me that the Commission
corresponding benefit.
should complete the generic dockets currently pending which pertain
to the development of local competition prior to considering
whether such an imputation requirement is necessary or desirable

for ILECs other than Bell.
Accordingly,
majority’s determination on th

I

dissent

,jt09?39f
Date

JOHN
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M. QUAIN, CHAIRMAN
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-3265
IN RE: IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ACT OF 1996

PUBLIC MEETINGMAY 23, 1996
MAY-96-L-45
DOCKET NO. M-96O

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER DAVID W. ROLKA
This Order reflects this agency’s commitment to prompt and coordinated
implementation of our responsibilities under the Telecommunications Act of 1996. This
new law promotes competition in all segments of the telecommunications markets. At the
same time, the law recognizes that regulatory oversight is required to facilitate a fair and
prompt transition to competition. The Implementation Order recognizes that the Federal
Act required some modifications to our present policies to assure consistency between the
federal and state rules. In addition, this Order signals that we have procedures in place
that will enable this agency to undertake our new responsibilities prescribed in the Act.
The Order also acknowledges that additional information is required to develop
appropriate policies for the certain classifications of rural telephone carriers, and for the
review of pre-enactment interconnection agreements. Clearly the implementation of this
landmark legislation will be an evolving process at both the state and federal level, which
must be coordinated.
One key area of concern to the states is Section 253a, concerning removal
of barriers to entry and its relationship to the preservation of state authority set forth in
Section 253b. The streamlined entry procedures set forth in this Order strike an
appropriate balance contemplated by these subsections. The Joint Conference Report
provides some guidance:
Existing State laws or regulations that reasonably condition
telecommunications activities of a monopoly utility and are
designed to protect captive utility ratepayers from the potential
harms caused by such activities are not preempted under this
section, However, explicit provisions on entry by a utility into
telecommunications are preempted under this section.
Chapter 30 expressly removed any express prohibition against local exchange competition
and sets forth that a public interest standard governs such entry. The procedures set forth
in this Order give effect to the public interest standard and provide a competitively neutral
framework for assuring the preservation of the public safety and welfare, and qp4ity of
service.
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DATED

